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Ruwen Chang is a PhD Candidate in the department of Gender and Women's Studies at the 
University of Kentucky. Her research interests include biopower, posthumanism, reproductive 
justice, and transnational feminism. Ruwen's dissertation project examines the interaction 
between the legibility of personhood and stratified reproduction in contemporary China by 
investigating three cases: suzhi ~fPJ: (quality), zuo yuezi ~Fl-T (postpartum bedrest), and 
guanggun )l[;~tE (involuntary bachelorhood). Currently, she is preparing to defend her 
dissertation proposal and to start her year-long fieldwork in China. 
He studies 
Ian Spangler is a failed musician, aspiring playwright, and current PhD student in Geography 
at the University of Kentucky. His research has explored the uneven forms of value capture 
introduced by platform urbanism and how the emerging proptech sector transforms and 
restructures the practice of transacting real estate in the US context. More recently, he has 
become interested in the spatial politics of sweat data. He is a morning person, but only at 
night, and greatly despises fluorescent lighting. 
